Resources on Genomics and Cancer

Websites

**National Cancer Institute, National Human Genome Research Institute - What is Cancer Genomics?**
This web page has a brief explanation of chromosomes and their genetic links to cancer.
http://bit.ly/2gBSBHw

**National Institutes of Health, National Human Genome Research Institute – A Brief Guide to Genomics**
This web page has information on genes, DNA and genomes, as well as information on genetic sequencing.

**American Cancer Society – Genes and Cancer**
Information from the American Cancer Society on genes, gene variation and mutation and their connection to cancer.
http://bit.ly/1WZjFfV

**American Society of Gene & Cell Therapy – Cancer Gene Therapy and Cell Therapy**
This website provides an explanation of the different ways that gene therapy can target cancer cells.
http://bit.ly/2g1pqdx

For assistance finding health information please contact the Frymoyer Community Health Resource Center at The University of Vermont Medical Center.

**Frymoyer Community Health Resource Center**
3rd Level Main Pavilion, University of Vermont Medical Center Campus
802-847-8821 or Resourcecenter@UVMHealth.org
UVMHealth.org/MedCenterCHRC